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A Note from Your Eastern Section Chair…..
By Steve Fielman, Chair/DAL for Intermediate
Email: sfielman@verizon.net
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With the warm weather upon us, our thoughts are now turning toward
testing and assessment (again)! First there will be the Grade 4 and
Grade 8 Science Performance / Written Assessments followed by the
Regents exams! From the teacher’s point of view there will be
questions about "will I finish covering ALL the material that is required
of me” however from the student’s viewpoint there will only be one
question.....“Is it over yet?”
Remember that you have done the absolute best with the students
that arrive at your classroom door each day and that student growth
and learning can take on many forms!
We encourage all teachers of science to join STANYS so that our
voices may be heard! Please start planning ahead for our 30th Annual
Siena Conference in the fall by either presenting to your peers or as an
attendee, like your colleagues below at our recent Spring Lab Day!
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What you can do for STANYS
and what STANYS can do for you!
Paul Nooney, Jr. – Eastern STANYS Vice-Chair and
Earth Science SAR
Email: nooneypa@gmail.com
This past weekend, STANYS board members from
around the state met in Albany to begin the
planning phases of the 2011 State Conference in
Rochester. Throughout the many discussions of the
future of education and science education in New
York, the question kept coming up of what STANYS
does for its members. In times of budget cuts, layoffs, and curriculum changes, STANYS remains
strong, providing science teachers from around the
north east some of the best professional
development there is to offer. It was said many
times, that teachers need professional development
hours to keep their teaching certification. The
problem comes in that there are so many things that
count as professional development time. Faculty or
department meetings and reading journals are just
two examples of what can count to that magic
number of 175 hours. However, is any of this really
quality professional development? Does reading
about the latest teaching styles in a magazine really
provide you with what it takes to be an excellent
science teacher? Fact of the matter is NO!
However, attending a STANYS workshop does! We
offer hands- on, in person professional development
from some of the state’s best resources. Whether it is
a presentation from an RPI professor, or an energy
workshop from NYSERDA, the kind of conferences
brought to you by STANYS are as good as it gets in
New York. I know these are tough economic times,
but the low cost of a STANYS membership provides
you access to two local conferences (the Siena
conference in October and Lab Day in May) and
our state conference in November. So here is my
mission for you as STANYS members: Reach out to
one or two new teachers and show that what they
are missing by not joining. Show them some of the
materials and information you have received at a
conference and encourage them to join the largest
group of science teaching professionals in the state!!
If you do that for us, we can continue to provide you
with exactly what you need to be at the top of your
game!
This year’s budget cuts have been very detrimental
to the education community. As I write this, the
legislature is at the Capitol in Albany approving
almost 1.2 billion dollars in cuts to education.
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Sadly, many school districts are reacting to this by
cutting teaching positions. My school district is no
exception to that. Unfortunately, my job as an Earth
Science teacher is one of the ones on the chopping
block. I have enjoyed the last seven years helping
students appreciate the Earth around them and how
it works. That is why it is such a tough decision that I
make to leave my days as a teacher behind and look
towards another career in the education field.
Trouble is, at this point, I don’t know what the career
will be. I’m telling you this to ensure that I still plan to
be here as both Earth Science SAR and vice-chair, as I
truly enjoying working with all of you and helping
science teachers bring the latest and best practices
into their classroom. So as always, do not hesitate to
contact me with any questions or concerns you have
regarding anything in the Earth Science or STANYS
community. I wish you a great end of the school year
and a very relaxing summer! Hope to see you at one
of our conferences in the 2011-2012 school year!!

Elementary

Kate Perry, Elementary SAR
Email: kdharga@hotmail.com

The SAR meeting on March 26 brought together great
ideas, opportunities, and direction. While us
Elementary SARs clustered around a section of gray
pipe insulation with the challenge to transform it into a
marble roller coaster, we discussed the many ways to
incorporate STEM into all classrooms. Everyone had
engaging lessons and insightful ideas for application
(make sure to check them out in Rochester!) Emphasis
on the process makes these lessons stand out.
Brainstorming, designing, planning, building, improving
and then sharing the final product with an audience
challenges students to think creatively and
collaboratively. SAR workshops highlighting role play,
authentic science, science notebooks, and using
technology to enhance learning are also planned for
our State conference. Elementary science education
must spread its reach when facing the challenge of
the new common core ELA and Math standards. Ken
Slentz, Associate Commissioner of District Services at
NYSED, spoke to the SARs and DALs about the state of
New York's educational system.

Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
Our Regent’s Bboard has a reform agenda that
examines teacher and student preparedness, school
climate, flexibility, administration needs, and how we
collect, use and store data. Ken also addressed the
need for engaging and supporting our early learners.
He acknowledged that some districts find it a
challenge to fit science into the elementary school
day due to more of an emphasis on Math and ELA.
The elementary SARs brainstormed ways to reach out
to teachers, administrators, and communities to
ensure science education has a place in the
elementary classroom. Building a good science library
for use in ELA will be a pivotal step in keeping science
accessible to elementary students. These two website
provide a variety of meaningful science and literature
lists: American Library Association Science-Themed
Novels
http://www.ala.org/ala/aboutala/offices/publishing/
booklinks/resources/sciencenovels.cfm and NSAT
Outstanding Science Trade books
http://www.nsta.org/publications/ostb/.
Now I'll put the challenge out to you: ask every
elementary teacher you know how they incorporate
science into their classrooms, encourage them to
learn more about science (maybe by directing them
to STANYS for resources and ideas) and engage your
administration in the conversation of supporting
elementary teachers with science-based professional
development.
One way to show your appreciation of a primary
teacher (K-2) is to nominate her/him for the Anton
Banko Excellence in Science Teaching Award! The
award supports one teacher with $500 in classroom
materials and covers all costs for the 2011 STANYS
conference. Please check your e-mail for the details
in the near future.
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Living Environment
By Kelly Ryan SAR Living Environment
Email: kellyryan@ncolonie.org

On Saturday, March 26, I attended my first SAR/ DAL
planning meeting at Siena College. As a new SAR, I
had the opportunity to meet our DAL for LE as well as
SARs from around the state. We shared ideas for
lessons, labs and activities and discussed presentations
being done at both regional and state conferences.
The creativity and professionalism of these individuals is
a testament to what is good in science education. I
would like to direct all of you to the website of STANYS
DAL for Living Environment, Kathy Hoppe – it is a
fabulous resource (http://www.sciencesupport.net/ )!
As the national frameworks for science education
become available later this spring, I urge all of you to
review this document. The draft that was made
available last summer and at first glance, the Biology
component is very much aligned with our LE
framework in New York State. I’m interested to see the
final document and to see what we’ll do in NYS with
respect to the national frameworks.
As another school year comes to an end, I can’t help
but reflect on the past year- lessons, activities and labs
that were a hit and ones that still need work;
workshops, conferences , books and lectures that
inspired me. While I look forward to summer break
and rejuvenating for the year to come, I still try to plan
on some time for professional development. There are
a few local workshops that may interest you: The NYS
Museum is hosting an Evolution workshop on July 14,
2011
(http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/education/teacher/wor
kshops.html); NYSERDA is underwriting the cost of a
workshop on Biomimicry being held July 18-20in
Rhinebeckk, NY,
http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/images/workshops
/ny_workshop_july.pdf and RPI is conducting another
workshop this summer on Astrobiology , August 1-4,
2011 (http://www.origins.rpi.edu/ ).

Continued on page 4
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If you’d like a book to read while floating in the
pool or sitting at the beach, I have two to
recommend. A Fierce Radiance by Lauren Belfer is
a novel set in World War II New York when penicillin
was new and it’s “cousins” had yet to be
discovered. It is an eye-opening portrayal of what
life was like in the days before (and right after) the
discovery of antibiotics. Also, I recently attended a
lecture by Seth Mnookin, author of The Panic Virus:
A True Story of Medicine, Science and Fear. His
book looks at the science of vaccination and the
non-scientific claims that vaccines cause autism. It
is a great example of how seemingly “scientific”
studies can be misrepresented by the media- and
in this case resulted in a major threat to public
health.
A lesson idea for Fall 2011- A lesson that I shared at
the SAR meeting, might be worth a try as part of
your cell unit in the fall. It’s the Cell Organelle
Facebook Page. Groups of 3-4 students create a
“profile” (on a paper template) for a cell organelle,
complete with personal information, work history,
friends, etc. I give them friend suggestions and let
them pass their “page” to other groups for “wall to
wall” comments. The students love it! If you email
me, I’ll send you my direction sheet and Facebook
template sheet. Could easily be applied to other
units in the curriculum!

Electronic Collection sponsored by
WNYT
Sat. April 23 from 7 AM - 1 PM.
Taft Furniture, 1960 Central Ave.
$2 Suggested donation for ALS (Lou Gehrig's)
Center in Albany
All free except $15 for Air conditioner.
No coupon needed.
No more than 3 monitors and/or TV per car.
No console TV, small appliances, batteries,
software, CDs, disks, computer manuals mouse
pads, fans, vacuums or lights.
For more info: safrecycle@hotmailcom or
jhodgens@wnyt.com

Intermediate
By Elisabeth Milot, Intermediate SAR
Email: emilot@ichabodcrane.org
There is nothing better than a few inspiring
exchanges with colleagues in the long, cold days
of March to bring some rejuvenation back to lesson
planning and daily instruction. As the intermediate
SAR I had the opportunity to meet with colleagues
from all over the state on March 26 to plan
workshops for the STANYS fall conference. We used
the time to engage in a creative dialogue to
brainstorm and share ideas and concerns that all of
us teachers at the intermediate level.
It was an exciting exchange of ideas and I know
there will be many interesting intermediate
workshops to choose from when the brochure is
published later in the year. Proposed workshops will
include a variety of hand-on activities ranging from
low budget activities, integrating the study of
disease with social studies and the Civil War to
studying the organisms of the Avatar movie and
creating dichotomous keys from their imaginative
life forms.
I left the meeting excited about the annual STANYS
fall conference, but also excited to go back to
school and implement some of the ideas presented
by other teachers that are easily tweaked to make
it fit my instruction. This collegial exchange was just
the thing I needed to bring me back from the
March doldrums.
Of course a huge concern for all of us, which we
addressed in great length at the meeting, is the
current budget situation in most of our districts.
Going to Rochester is exciting and educational, but
your districts may restrict your attendance due to
lack of available funding. Keep in mind that the
Eastern Section offers many great workshops here
at the local fall conference at the Siena College
(on a Friday evening) and a Spring Lab Day (on a
Saturday) at the College of St. Rose, which may
better fit your schedule and your budget.
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Chemistry
By Maria Russo, Eastern STANYS SAR Chemistry
Email: chemlady302@yahoo.com
Happy Spring everyone. As I write this the forecast
for tomorrow, April 1, is SNOW!!! Will it really come or
is this an April Fools’ Day fake out courtesy of our
local weather?? Oh the great northeast!
Two newsletters ago, I mentioned I would write
about the “vocabulary” we need to have the
students master in chemistry. As the last quarter of
the school year approaches and review classes are
on the horizon, it is not too late to start thinking about
this.
According to Heidi Hayes Jacobs in her book Active
Literacy Across the Curriculum:
“Teaching English as a Foreign Language –
Employing Three Distinctive Types of Active
Vocabulary contrasts the way a foreign language
class is run versus a typical English class. Foreign
language instruction relies heavily on spoken words,
both by teacher and student, in order to master the
new vocabulary. Jacobs proposes a three arena
method for carrying over this vocabulary-building
approach into other content areas. Every content
area has (1) high-frequency words, (2) specialized
terminology, (3) embellishments. High-frequency
words are commonly the vocabulary words students
are expected to learn and use. Specialized
terminology is often explained to students, but most
often they are not expected to use these new words
in speaking and writing, and therefore have difficulty
committing them to long term memory.
Embellishments are described as those “vivid,
precise, engaging words that embellish and give
power to thinking in print and in speech.” Content
area teachers must not only introduce these types of
vocabulary words to students, but expect them to
use them consistently and correctly. “We should be
pumping our students full of words,” Jacobs says.”
The first time I read this in Ms. Jacob’s book a light
bulb went off and so I decided to give it a try. I
focused on the “high frequency” words at first. I
started looking at old regents exams and made a list
of words that were frequently used in those “C”
questions my kids always hated doing (i.e. in terms
of, explain, state, identify, correct numerical setup,
etc.). Then I gave them a 5x8 card and had them
list these words along with an explanation of what
they were to do when then encountered one of
them in a question.
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We used these cards for the rest of the year and it
did make a difference in how they approached
their writing. (I will also add that we decided to
have a separate 5x8 card devoted to just “in terms
of”.) In lab, I gave them another 5x8 card for
embellishing words that I wanted them to use when
writing down their observations, results or
conclusions. Give it a try. You may be pleasantly
surprised by the results.
On another note, last weekend all of the Chem.
SARS across the state met to discuss what workshops
we might offer for the state conference in
November. Lots of new ideas and some “oldie but
still goodie” favorites were tossed around. I think
there will be more than enough from which you can
choose.
If you would like more information on anything I’ve
written, or you just have a question about something
else please feel free to email me at
chemlady302@yahoo.com.

25th Annual Joseph Henry Science Fair
By Amanda Parker

www.strose.edu/jh or parkera@strose.edu
The 25th Annual Joseph Henry Science Fair was held
on Friday, March 25th, at The College of Saint Rose in
Albany. Eighty-nine students from fifteen schools
participated in the Fair, which is open to students in
grades 4 through 8 attending schools within the City
of Albany and Galway. Among the many judges
we had Eastern Section Board members Fred
Pidgeon, Maria Russo, Kelly Ryan, and Christine
Stankavich volunteer as judges.
Special prizes were awarded to the students with
the three highest scores in two divisions: grades 4-6
and grades 7-8. Special awards were also given for
best team projects. All students received a
certificate of participation and prize bag. A special
guest appearance by Joseph Henry himself (as
played by The College of Saint Rose student Neil
Behrens) was the highlight of the Awards Ceremony.
For more information about the Fair and the winners,
please visit www.strose.edu/jh.
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Physics
By Paul Fedoroff, SAR Physics
Email: pafedoroff@bhbl.org
We had our annual SAR and DAL planning day in
March. The SARs that were present discussed the
sessions that will be offered at the State
Conference in November. There were some nice
sounding ideas. There will be sessions that involve
how to use your Wii in the physics classroom
(beyond the whiteboard), incorporating literacy
into your content area, building your own Van
der Graaf generator, and some labs that take
springs to a new level. Bill Leacock and I will be
doing a session where you will bring your own PC
notebook or netbook, get oscilloscope software
installed, and then go through several hands-on
activities that use your new free oscilloscope. If
you go to the state conference this coming fall,
keep a lookout for a physics corner and maybe
some high visible buttons worn by fellow physics
teachers.
We also shared some lesson ideas. If you do not
use GPS for something outside that has to do with
vectors, it might be time to start, you have until
the fall. A large diffraction grating (3-inch)
placed over the lens area of an overhead
projector makes a very nice rainbow on the front
board. Try making different slits on top of each
other to mix some colors around. Make a marble
stay moving for several minutes, that’s the
challenge. It must make x-number of changes in
direction and can’t be a pendulum. How about
making a dictionary based on vocabulary from
waves? The students need to write and draw
definitions. Two speakers connected to a
function generator make a nice audio
interference pattern.
Know any excellent teachers? Recommend
them for an Excellence in teaching award from
STANYS.
At the same meeting, State Ed gave a
presentation as to what is going on right now and
where we might be headed. Nothing is written in
stone and there are always ideas on the table.
For now, just keep doing what you are doing.
.
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Speaking of nothing new, there is nothing new
from the College Board about AP Physics B. So
once again, keep doing what you are doing.
You’ll always have a minimum of two years to
prepare for any changes
The Eastern Section had our Lab Day earlier in
March. It was definitely a success. There were
sessions for using technology in your classroom
and some low tech ideas involving hot air
balloons and musical instruments.
This October will be the Eastern Section’s Siena
Conference. Faculty members from Siena
College are already thinking about doing a
workshop or two. They are looking to start a
lending library for lab equipment. They are also
doing some nice stuff with building some handson activities. For example, they are having a
class build bicycle powered generators.
The Capital Region Physics Teachers Group met
this past January at Siena College. We might do
that again this spring, maybe in May. Any ideas?
What would you like to talk about? Would you
like a field trip somewhere?
Last I heard, the NYSS-AAPT was going to have
their spring meeting at Albany Nanotech on April
8 and 9. I haven’t heard otherwise.
If you are like me, you might think that Facebook
is a waste of time. Well, it seems like more and
more organizations are spreading word that way.
It might be time to jump on the bandwagon.
STANYS is on Facebook, AAPT, NYSS AAPT, etc.
Check them out.

EASTERN STANYS

Meet the Candidates
Prior to May 1 we will ask you to vote
electronically for a slate of officers representing
the Eastern Section of STANYS. We would like to
introduce you to the candidates.

Candidate for Chair: Steve Fielman

Steve has been a 7th Grade Physical/Life Science teacher at
Ichabod Crane Middle School for the past 28 years. He
presently is the Chairman for the Eastern Section of STANYS
as well as the current Director at Large for Intermediate
Level Science for STANYS. Previously, Steve served as the
Vice-Chairman for the Eastern Section as well as the Subject
Area Representative for Intermediate Level Science. His
excellence in teaching has been recognized through
awards such as the STANYS Excellence in Teaching for
Intermediate Level as well as the Sigma Xi Outstanding
Science Teacher Award. Steve also serves on NSTA’s
Science Scope Advisory Board and the NMLSTA’s Board of
Directors. He has a M.Ed. in secondary biology from the
State University of New York at New Paltz.

Candidate for Vice Chair: Paul Nooney, Jr.

Paul is the current vice-chair and Earth Science SAR for the
Eastern Section of STANYS. For the past six years, Paul has
taught Earth Science for several different school districts. He
currently teaches at Tamarac High School in Brunswick, NY.
He has presented for the last 3 years at all local STANYS
conferences and for two years at the Rochester state
conference. He looks forward to continuing to serve the
science teaching professionals in the Capital Region and
beyond.

Candidate for Eastern Section Treasurer: Ron
Geuther

Ron taught Chemistry and Biology at Tamarac High
School for 35 yrs before retiring in 2008. He has been a
member of STANYS since 1984 and has been Eastern Section
Treasurer since 1986. In the past he has served on the State
Board of Directors representing the Eastern Section and
as Eastern Section Newsletter Editor. In addition to
his treasurer duties he continues to help out with various
Eastern Section sponsored events such as the Siena
Conference in the fall, Lab Day in the spring and the
Science and Engineering Fair & Science Congress. Ron has
also been a past presenter at both the Siena Conference
and Lab Day.
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Candidate for Eastern Section Secretary: Christine
Stankavich

For the past three years, as the current Secretary, I have been
recording and distributing the minutes of the Eastern Section
Board meetings. For the past five years, I have co-chaired our
local spring conference, Lab Day, at Union College and The
College of Saint Rose.
For several years, I have attended and/or assisted with our local
fall conference at Siena College. As an active STANYS
member for the past 25 years, I have attended and /or assisted
at our annual conferences in Ellenville and Rochester. I retired
from Schenectady City Schools and am currently teaching
environmental science at SUNY Cobleskill. I enjoy volunteering
for our section activities and encouraging teachers to take part
in all our excellent professional development opportunities. I
would like to continue my active involvement in STANYS by
continuing as the Eastern Section Secretary.

Candidate for Director: Elaine Jetty

Elaine taught science courses (mainly regents Chemistry) for 30
years. During the past ten years she has worked part-time for
the New York State Education Department as an educational
specialist for chemistry. As a member of the New York State
Biology-Chemistry Mentor/Professional Development Network,
Elaine has provided professional development chemistry
workshops at Eastern STANYS Siena Conferences, at Eastern
STANYS Lab Day Conferences, and at the Capital Area BOCES
center.

Candidate for Director: Maria Russo

Maria has been a STANYS member for over 20 years. She is the
Chemistry SAR for the Eastern section since 2004. Maria has
taught chemistry at Cohoes High School for 32 years and has
presented various workshops on the local and state level for
over 10 years. Maria has attended national conferences to
further her knowledge base.

Candidate for Director: Colette S. McCarthy

Colette has served as a Director for the Eastern Section for the
last 2 years. She has recently taken on the role of Spring Lab
Day Coordinator after many years serving as Co-Chair of the
event. She is an active member of our Professional
Development Committee, whose mission is to ensure that all of
the science teachers in our Eastern Section have quality
professional development opportunities at least twice a year.
Colette has held a variety of positions throughout her career
which enables her to maintain her enthusiasm for professional
development, her curriculum and her students.
She believes that we as professionals must be there for each
other as mentors for teachers stretching to something new or
simply new to our career and as learners willing to allow our
peers to enlighten us and to keep us fresh. Whether working as
a classroom teacher, a mentor, a district professional developer
or STANYS volunteer, she believes each opportunity is a chance
to grow personally and professionally. “I am grateful for the help
and guidance offered to me when I entered teaching and am
happy to share what knowledge I have accumulated over the
years. I look forward to serving our 13 county community of
teachers.”
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Colette McCarthy, Lab Day Coordinator
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If you want to learn more about what you and your
students can do contact NECWA, the New England
Coastal Wildlife Alliance, at http://www.necwa.org.
Their goals include: 1) Building awareness of coastal
marine species living in the Gulf of Maine, 2)
encouraging public involvement in conservation
issues through participation in a citizen-sighting
network for basking sharks and ocean sunfish, 3)
improving our scientific understanding of basking
sharks and ocean sunfish through the expansion of
a sightings database. Wouldn’t your students like to
Adopt a Whale?

Email: mccarthyc@schenectady.k12.ny.us

Despite the threat of winter ice, a lovely spring day
unfolded for our Eastern Section of STANYS Spring Lab
Day 2011. By all accounts the day was a rounding
success enjoyed by all.
We were honored to have Dr. Carol “Krill” Carson from
the Biology Dept. at Bridgewater State College,
Massachusetts & Outreach Education Coordinator for
Captain John Boats out of Plymouth, Massachusetts as
our Keynote speaker. Her presentation “Season Your
Lessons…with SALT: Using Marine Research to Spice Up
Your Lessons” allowed us all to appreciate the impact
humans are having on the marine environment and
some of the things we can do to bring about change.
We learned about a wide variety of organisms from
plankton, to birds, to fish, to basking sharks, to
humpback whales and even whale dung retrieving
dogs!.. Did you know that NASA Satellite technology is
being used to track whales as they move through the
ocean? Modern tracking devices are attached with
suckers instead of piercing barbed devices which
wounded the whales. Much of Krill’s talk focused on
Salt, the most famous whale on the planet. Amazingly,
despite being hundreds of miles from the sea at the
College of St. Rose, we got to see a 25 foot baby
whale Crystal, (first calf born to Salt, 1980) 1st calf
before our very eyes! Did I mention she was an
inflatable model of whale? What a photo opportunity
for participants.

As always our deepest appreciation to each of our
presenters whose willingness to share their
dedication to our craft, allowed us to offer this
Professional Development opportunity for our
regional pre-service and classroom teachers (from
kindergarten to college level) of science. The
evaluations for each session were, overwhelmingly
positive. Many teachers indicating they chose
workshops to improve their personal knowledge
broaden their repertoire of activities and a few to
just have fun! This year a total of 15 hands-on
workshops where offered in morning and afternoon
sessions. With this number of workshops participants
enjoyed the luxury of a small group atmosphere in
each session allowing close interaction with each
presenter.
We are looking forward to seeing YOU next March
at the 14th Annual Spring Lab Day. What workshop
would you be willing to share?

EASTERN STANYS

By Larry Smith, Retirement SAR
Email: lfiziks@aol.com.
At our recent SAR Workshop held at Siena
College, Bob Dayton, DAL for Retirees, led a
lively discussion among the state’s retiree
representatives regarding our projected
programs for the fall conference. Once again,
the Teacher Reserve (Re-serve) Program was a
hot topic.
As mentioned in earlier newsletters, the Teacher
Reserve Program is a nationwide program that is
a great benefit to our children and our active
teachers. It was discussed that we will call it The
Science Teacher Reserve Program in New York.
The program nationally is open to all areas of
instruction. Here, we will be primarily targeting
the areas of science and technology. It is
anticipated a pilot will soon be in place it two
sections of the state before the end of the
school year.
The children may receive one-on-one tutoring,
small group activities, and prepared extracurricular activities. Classroom teachers will
receive subject matter presentations tailored to
the age of the student. Students will learn
valuable study skills, and receive homework
assistance. Teachers will also benefit from the
mentoring of our experienced retired teachers.
Ideas and help will be offered to create
valuable science teaching materials for their
classrooms. Their mentors will act as a learning
coach.
Bob is still awaiting final notification from the
State Education department regarding the
costs of background checks and fingerprinting
of our retirees. Most of us were never
fingerprinted during our active years of
teaching. Today it is a foregone conclusion. I
will keep you posted on any future
developments.
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Other offerings at the conference will discuss
mentoring the in-service (student) teacher and the
first year teacher. This is a time in their teaching
career that novices are really looking to the
experienced teacher for guidance. It is hoped that
the retirees in the state will volunteer to aid them in
their former school districts, or the school district in
their communities.
Finally, it was brought up that many primary
elementary teachers have difficulty in offering
hands-on activities to their students. “Grandma and
Grandpa” science activities will be developed.
Retirees will bring several simple activities from home
to the class. Most materials are found in their
kitchens or garages. Remember your first science
experiment in school?
I look forward to meeting our section retirees in the
Fall at the Siena workshop and the state convention
in Rochester. If you wish to contact me, feel free to
e-mail me at lfiziks@aol.com. Welcome back to all
our snowbirds, and have a great summer!

Tour Single Stream Recycling Plant
By Arden R. Rauch, Environment SAR
Email: aucha@union.edu

Highly recommended! The plant, which is located
on South Pearl St., Albany, is available for tours which
are superb! Plastic, paper, and metal are
separated and actually go to various companies to
be recycled into new products. A very positive
contribution to environment by way of reducing the
need for raw materials, the volume of material
delivered to landfills and the huge cost
municipalities.
You Tube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFNgDXQGwE
Contact Jerry Cifor for tours.
jerry.cifor@myfairpoint.net

Save the Date!
This year’s Siena conference is scheduled for
Friday, October 14.
New this year will be subject area raffles as well as
the keynote raffle.

Hope to see you there!
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The Greater Capital Region
Science and Engineering Fair
Announces its Top Grand Prize Winners
By Joan Wagner, Fair Director www.gcrsef.org
The Greater Capital Region Science and Engineering
Fair, a Science Fair that encourages students to
pursue careers in the STEM disciplines and recognizes
them for their original research recently had taken
place at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Saturday,
March 26th. This is a premier science fair that
showcases the talent of students who reside in 14
counties of NYS.
The presence of this science fair in our region adds to
the richness of living in Tech Valley. One-hundred and
sixteen students participated in this regional science
fair that feeds into the Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair. It is also a regional for the Science
Teachers Association of New York State (STANYS)
Science Congress. Major sponsorship for the Fair
comes from the Rensselaer President’s Office,
Rensselaer School of Science, GE Global R&D Center,
GE Foundation, Momentive Performance Materials
and Albany College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences. Other support is provided by KAPL,
Mapinfo/Pitney Bowes, Albany Molecular, Nuclear
Society, STANYS Eastern Section, Professor Emeritus
Walter Eppenstein, American Society for Molecular
Biology, Eastern Branch, and attorneys from the law
firm of Bartlett, Pontiff, Stewart & Rhodes, John
Stasenko and Pearson/Prentice Hall.
The senior division of the fair is for students in grades 912 while the junior division is for grades 6-8. Close to 60
scientists and engineers were the judges, including
representatives from the navy and air force. Matt
Nielsen, a physicist at GE Global Research was the
coordinating judge. The judges were very impressed
with the student research and considerable discussion
entailed in the choosing of grand prize, winners and
the many special awards the Fair has to offer from
various organizations and individuals.
The student research projects ranged from potential
cures for cancer to new approaches for alternative
energy. Just about every spectrum of the sciences
was represented by the research. The students
participating in this fair are your future scientists,
engineers, medical researchers and physicians. They
are an education investment that cannot be ignored
by schools!
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The Fair provides a number of awards totaling over
$100,000. This includes a $40,000 scholarship offered
by RPI and three $20,000 scholarships from the
Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.
Over $3,000 is offered in cash awards to the
students.
In the senior division, the top Grand Prize Awards
includes an invitation to compete as a finalist in the
62nd Intel International Science Fair finals in Los
Angeles, California, May 8-13, 2011. Over 1600
students from 60 countries participate in this
International Science Fair. First place in the senior
division is Katie Picchione. She is an 11th grader at
Academy of Holy Names. The title of her project is,
“Biogas: An investigation in Alternate Energy.” Her
sponsoring teacher is Donna Mooney. Second
place went to Zachary Wood, a 12th grader at Burnt
Hills-Ballston Lake High School. The title of his project
is “Ground and Stand Level Factors in a Northeast
North American Forest with Beech Bark Disease.” His
sponsoring teacher is Regina Reals.
Third place went to Ethan Strayer, a 12th grader at
Niskayuna High School. The title of his project is “A
Physical, Chemical, and Biological Assessment of
the Upper Tributaries of the Alplaus Kill.” His
sponsoring teacher is Paul Scott.
In the junior division, the Grand Prize Awards
includes an invitation to the 59th STANYS State
Science Congress and an opportunity to compete
in the new National Broadcom Masters
Competition. First place went to Sagar Kumar. Sagar
is a 6th grader at Farnsworth Middle School. The title
of his project is, “The Case of the Sandwich.” His
sponsoring teacher is Patrice Hamilton. Second
place went to the research team of Devan Singh
and Nicholas Pickering. They are 7th graders at
Broadalbin-Perth Middle School. The title of their
research project is, “The Effect of Different Textures
on the Aerodynamics of a Flying Disk.” Their
sponsoring teacher is Cindy Segenberger. Third
place went to the research team of Janelle
Whitman and Emma Stein. The title of their research
is, “Bring the Heat: The Effect of Air Driers on
Bacterial Growth.” They are 8th graders at
Greenwich Central Schools. Their sponsoring
teacher is Nicole Dixson.
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The senior division winners of this regional fair have done
very well at the Intel International Fair finals. They have
received some of the top awards, which included
having an asteroid named after you. Last year’s top
winner Alydaar Rangwala, now a senior at Albany
Academies, was a recipient of such an award last year.
He was also recently chosen as a top 40 Finalist in the
Intel Science and Math Search.
A photo gallery, displaying winners of all prizes at the
Fair will be available on the website: www.gcrsef.org in
the next few weeks. More information about the fair
can also be found at that website.

Clockwise:
Katie Picchione,
Zachary Wood,
and
Ethan Strayer

Above left: Sagar Kumar
Above Right: Emma Stein and Janelle
Whitman with Fair Director, Joan
Wagner
Right: Nicholas Pickering and Devan
Singh

We Need You!
Have you been to the Siena
Conference or Lab Day before?
Want to be a part of the
excitement?
Be a presenter at the fall
conference this year. The date
is Friday, October 14. Think you
have nothing new to offer?
Think again. What may seem
“old hat” to you is new and
innovative to someone else.
We need presenters for all
science subject areas and
educational levels. You will be
amazed at how rewarding it is
to present to fellow educatorspeople who actually want to
learn!
If you would like someone to
present with you, members of
our board are ready and able.
Please see the attached
proposal sheet. If you have
questions, you can email
Theresa Newkirk at
t_newkirk@saratogaschools.org
(underscore after the t) or
call 584-8860.
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If you have any questions or concerns regarding your particular branch/level of science
please feel free to contact your STANYS Eastern Section Subject Area Representatives:
Chemistry - Maria Russo - chemlady302@yahoo.com
College/Pre-service - Pat Price - pprice2@nycap.rr.com
Earth Science - Paul Nooney - nooneypa@gmail.com
Elementary – Kate Perry: kdhargra@hotmail.com
Env. Science/BaP - Arden Rauch - raucha@union.edu
Intermediate - Elisabeth Milot - emilot@ichabodcrane.org
Living Environment – Kelly Ryan kellyryan@ncolonie.org
Physics - Paul Fedoroff - pafedoroff@BHBL.org
Retirees - Larry Smith - lfiziks@aol.com
Lab Day – Christine Stankavich - cegnaczyk@aol.com
Membership - Becky Remis – rremis@aol.com
Newsletter/webpage - Elisabeth Milot - easternstanys@gmail.com
Siena Conference -Theresa Newkirk - t_Newkirk@saratogaschools.org
Science Congress & Joseph Henry Science Fair - Amanda Parker - parkera@strose.edu
Science/Engineering Fair - Joan Wagner - jsw2012@aol.com
Science Olympiad - Scott Holdren - sholdren@rcscsd.org
Chair/DAL for Intermediate - Steve Fielman, - sfielman@verizon.net

Science Teachers Association
of NYS
Eastern Section
105 Mountainview Ave.
Troy, NY 12180
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30th Annual STANYS Siena Conference
Presenter Proposal Form
Friday, October 14, 2011

Name (including title):___________________________________________________________
Please list additional presenters on the back

School/Business/Organization Affiliation:___________________________________________
Preferred Mailing Address:______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Phone numbers: home________________ office________________ cell_________________
Preferred email:______________________________________________________________
Title of Presentation:___________________________________________________________
Description of Presentation (25 word maximum please):_______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Preferred Session: Session I, 4:30-5:20pm________ Session II, 5:40-6:30pm_________
*preference cannot be guaranteed. Sessions are assigned based on need & room availability

Room needs (circle all that apply): PC MAC projection with screen
sinks
other:_____________________________________
I will bring my own: computer
projection equipment

lab tables

Please return by June 30, 2011 to: Theresa Newkirk
62 Tompion Lane
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
I will contact you by August 15, 2011 with a room number.
For questions, call or email Theresa. Phone: 518-584-8860
Email: t_newkirk@saratogaschools.org

